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Heartbreaker

Alayne and Steve with Bugsy, who came to us from North
Carolina back in 2012. He went blind from abusive trauma
after someone literally knocked his eyeballs out of his head
(we saw the gruesome photos). Incredibly, he still loves people.

Dear Friends,

We had a wonderful summer, good for haying and the
garden crops, and we just finished another glorious,
colorful New England autumn. Now we’re getting ready
for the long winter ahead. We just hope it will be as
gentle as last winter!
In this holiday edition, you’ll see the range of emotions
we experience in any given year. There’s the painful loss
of a dog we had never met, Fletcher, and yet for whom
we had to make the most difficult, and final, decision.
And then there was the joy of taking in an elderly blind
dog like Taco, who had spent his entire life in a dreadful
situation, and watching him relish having a new, loving
home to call his own.

As always, we enjoy the daily gifts the dogs give us with
their personalities, like blind Sophie walking around the
house with any number of “prizes” to show off. Their
disabilities never keep them from enjoying life the way
any dog would.
We continue to be immensely grateful for your
generous donations that support our work with these
special animals. We couldn’t do it without you. Thank
you so much!
We wish you and your family the very best this holiday
season.

Steve Smith and Alayne Marker, Co-founders

How to help
The best way to help the animals is with a cash
donation. You can mail a check in the enclosed envelope
or make a secure online donation at our website.
Contributions are tax-deductible.

Also, if you’d like to leave a legacy of helping disabled
animals, please consider making a bequest in your will.
Bequests are important gifts that secure our long-term
mission. Thank you!
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Earlier this year a Louisiana rescue group asked if we
could take a dog they had pulled from a municipal shelter.
The dog, named Fletcher, walked with a pronounced limp,
seemed to be in pain, and had a terrible hair coat – as you
can see from the poster above that the shelter had put out.
The rescue group’s vet had diagnosed the skin problem as
a flea allergy, which cleared up with medicated baths. He
diagnosed the limp as from a ruptured disc in Fletcher’s
neck, and he saw other disc problems in X-rays of his
spine. Fletcher looked and walked like a very elderly dog,
but the vet thought he was only about 5 years old.
In the meantime the vet prescribed pain meds, but said
the dog needed extensive medical work. They didn’t have
the funds for it, and that’s when they contacted us.

A few weeks later our transport company picked up
Fletcher. On the first day, the driver called us and asked,
“Were you expecting this dog to be walking?” We were
floored to hear that, because Fletcher had been walking –
we’d seen videos – and he was walking just the previous
week at the vet clinic for his interstate health exam.

It turns out Fletcher had lost the use of his back legs a
couple of days before departure, and the rescue group
hadn’t told us. If we had known this, we would never have
allowed him to be transported. Alarmed, we diverted his
transport to the nearest 24-hour veterinary hospital and
specialty center.
After a battery of tests, a veterinary neurologist called us
with awful news: Fletcher actually had advanced bone
cancer in his shoulder that had eaten away the end of the
humerus. That’s why he was limping and in such pain. The
neurologist said it had most likely migrated to his spine,
which was why he suddenly lost the use of his hind legs.
After a long, difficult conversation, the neurologist and we
agreed that the only reasonable option we had for Fletcher
was euthanasia. It was time to let this little guy go in
peace. He had been through enough.
We paid for a private cremation and had his ashes sent to
us so we could spread them under our apple trees this past
spring. We never knew Fletcher, but we won’t forget him.
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Taco’s new life
This little guy arrived in
late February last year from
Tennessee. His story is one
of both human indifference
to the suffering of animals,
and of human kindness and
compassion. Two weeks earlier,
as a rare “polar vortex” swept
south, bringing record subzero
temperatures to the area, two
women noticed a neighbor’s dog
still chained up outside.
Here’s how one of them
described the situation to us:
“On Wednesday a friend and I rescued a Jack Russell
mix from what I believe would have been his last night
alive … temps that afternoon were in the teens with a
windchill in the single digits. That evening was to bring
temps in the negative. My neighbor had their 14-year old
JRT outside, tethered to a fence post, long enough to get
inside the igloo and that was it. There was no visible food
or water, as the bowl (an old margarine tub) was on its
side and empty. There was no bedding or hay inside the
igloo to offer any sort of insulation from the cold.
We knocked on the door and got no answer. At that point
I decided it was probably best to spring into action and
get the police involved, as other neighbors informed us
that the dog had been out since the night before. The
owner ended up showing up while I was on the phone,
so I politely declined police help and asked the owner if
he would be taking the dog in, as it was bitterly cold and
there was no way this dog was going to survive these
temperatures. He said no, so I asked if I could take him in
so he had a chance. They allowed me to take the dog.
Upon getting the dog situated, we noticed he was infested
with ticks and his collar was partially embedded in his
neck. The dog was taken to a local vet where he was
treated for ticks. The baby is doing well now, however
we are in dire need of a foster. Taco, that’s his name, is
completely blind and has never known the inside of a
home.”
The dog’s owner subsequently relinquished ownership
to them, and the two ladies then contacted local rescue
groups, none of which could help. That’s when they
contacted us. As luck would have it, our pet transport
company had a driver heading that way. Just five days
after getting the original email asking if we could take
Taco, he was here at the farm.

Wonder bladder

Steve took that photo of Darla around 9 a.m. one
morning. All the other dogs had been outside, doing
their business, since about 7:30 a.m. But Darla,
possessed of a wonder bladder, had no interest in
going outside yet, despite the fact that she’d been
inside since about 8 p.m. the night before.
We’ve never tested her limits, but she can hold it
longer than any dog we’ve ever known. On this
morning she was at 13 hours and still in no rush to
go pee. (We’d give anything for a bladder like that!)
Steve coaxed his reluctant girl outside, and before
long she was back indoors and headed upstairs
again. This time with an empty bladder.
Taco soon discovered the joys of
having friends to play with, and
spent hours roughhousing with
his new best friend, Tanner.
Throughout the day we could
hear Taco and Tanner wrestling
in the living room, grunting and
woofing at each other.
Even though he is quite elderly,
he acts like a puppy at times.
It was as if he’d never been able to have any fun when he
was younger, so he is making up for lost time now. Taco
also made another joyful discovery here – chew toys! He
will lie on a bed quietly chewing away, absolutely content
to shred one toy after another.
Best of all, he gets to enjoy his chew toys while lying side
by side with his buddy Tanner! For Taco, his new life
doesn’t get any better than this.

Despite his age and the awful life he had endured, our
veterinary specialists found Taco was in surprisingly
good health. And we were delighted to learn that for a
dog who had never lived indoors, Taco turned out to have
wonderful house manners.
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For updates, visit our blog at www.rollingdogfarm.org
Tanner is one of those
dogs who just can’t get
enough of the heat from
the wood stove. We joke
that it’s photos like this
that should land Tanner a
modeling job with Orvis,
the outdoor retailer that
often features dogs in
their catalogs.

Still at it

About the farm
Rolling Dog Farm has been home to many types of
disabled animals over the years – our residents have
included blind dogs, blind horses, deaf dogs, blind cats,
three-legged dogs and cats, and others with neurological
and orthopedic issues. While we focus primarily now on
disabled dogs, we still have a blind horse.
Although these animals may have disabilities, they do
not consider themselves handicapped. They just want to
get on with life and enjoy themselves. Thanks to your
support, that’s what they get to do here.

Yet these are the animals who are among the least likely to
be adopted and among the most likely to be euthanized in
traditional shelters. That’s why we work with the disabled.
Steve Smith and Alayne Marker founded the farm in 2000
as a 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization known
as a private operating foundation. Donations are taxdeductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.
The Rolling Dog Farm is located in the beautiful White
Mountains of northern New Hampshire. This special
place for disabled animals is supported 100% by your
donations. Thank you for your gifts!
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Our blind Dachshund Sophie is still parading around
the house with various objects she finds, and her first
preference is for anything made out of wood. In this case,
she had grabbed a piece of kindling from the bin near
the wood stove. Since it was summer when we took that
photo, we told her, “Not yet, Sophie!”
Here’s what we’d prefer she would parade around with –
something soft and cuddly, like Mr. Hedgehog:

